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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good Evening. I’m Jessica Story Noonan. Welcome to my Master of GIS Capstone Proposal. My advisor is Dr. Deryck Holdsworth who has been a significant help in developing this project. 
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Presentation Notes
We begin with a view of the project area. It is the Missouri River Valley about 30 miles southwest of St. Charles, Missouri. Should you have questions as we move through this presentation, I will certainly do my best to address them. 



Shaping Our Modern Landscape

St. Charles

Salt Lick in 
Franklin 
County

Boone Family 
Property
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Presentation Notes
It is easy to take for granted how our everyday environment is shaped. This is the Blanchette Bridge, it is part of my daily commute crossing the Missouri River from St. Charles to St. Louis. It is named for Louis Blanchette, who originally founded the village of “Les Petite Côtes”  “The Little Hills”, later known as St. Charles 1769.[image: KOMU,(2011) Blanchette Bridge (photograph) Retrieved from http://www.komu.com/news/modot-delays-blanchette-bridge-closures][animation 1] About a mile down the road, you will note the intersection of South 5th Street and Boone’s Lick Road. It seems nothing more than a two-lane road that runs to historic Main Street and some residential areas. [image: googlemaps][animation 2] What makes this significant, is that it is a portion of the Boone’s Lick Trail. This was a 100 mile trail that led to a salt lick in Franklin County, Missouri founded by Boone’s sons, Daniel Morgan and Nathan. They would process the salt and then ship it to their property located here…[image: Route40 (1908) John Braun (map) Retrieved from http://www.route40.net/images/maps/boones-lick-road-large.gif][animation 3] There were two routes from this point, 1 to St. Charles and the other to St. Louis. This trail was popular with the settlers moving west and it was said, that if St. Louis was the Gateway to the West, the Boone’s Lick Trail was how you got there. This was also used to for a large portion of Interstate Highway 70.I use this to illustrate some of the Boone family impact to the region and how we can connect the past to the present, which is one of the goals of this project.



Daniel Boone
1734-1820 • Quaker

• 1756 - Rebecca Bryan
• 10 children

Family

• Expert rifleman
• Extensive hunting trips
• 1775 Wilderness Trail

Frontier

• Land Surveyor
• CommandantOther Roles

• Did not wear coonskin cap
• Optimized American hero

Legend
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Presentation Notes
Colonel Daniel Boone was 65 years old when he came Missouri, which was under Spanish control at the time.  He had blazed the Wilderness Trail through the Cumberland Gap, established the town of Boonesborough, and was a recognized figure in Kentucky. So why move to Missouri? The notions of him leaving Kentucky due to legal issues are as accurate as him wearing a coonskin cap. In reality, his son Daniel Morgan had already been in Missouri for nearly two years. The Spanish were eager to have the land settled and brokered a deal with Daniel Morgan to extend an invitation to this father. In 1799, Boone received 850 acres of land (1000 arpents) moved with his family settling in the Femme Osage Valley. He primarily lived with his family as opposed to own his own home and his last residence is now part of the Historic Daniel Boone Home and Village in St. Charles County.[image: Harding, Chester (1820) Daniel Boone Portrait (painting) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daniel_Boone]



The Area of Interest
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Presentation Notes
This is our area of interest. Rolling hills of deciduous forest and farmland along the Missouri River bluffs. This is the map, which creates our area of interest. It covers a 35 kilometer by 18 kilometer area that includes the Femme Osage Valley and an area of the Missouri River Valley. It was created by Ken Kamper, a Boone historian, and lead contributor to the Boone Home site. The park historian asked me to review the piece for viability of the project. Initially I was very doubtful. Mr. Kamper is a Professional Engineer by trade, not a cartographer. The map is missing key elements such as registration marks, a scale bar, even a legend is missing. However, as you can see it is rather detailed. As it turns out, Mr. Kamper used USGS Topo maps as his basemap. The layers were determined through years of research involving careful review of original government and private surveys, books, maps, and other documented sources. He then used mylar overlay to create the layers. Despite the information we don’t have, there is a lot that could be worked with, and wanted to investigate the usability of this map.{image: googlemaps][image: Kamper, Ken (unknown) untitled]



The Project 

Hand drawn 
map

Physical 
Relief Model

Interactive 
Web Map
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For this project, we will convert the hand drawn map to a raised relief map display and then explore the development of an interactive web map. So while the concept is relatively straight forward, I have found the challenges while teasing out the details.   



A CLOSER LOOK
AT THE MAP
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So let’s look a little deeper at this map. The state of Missouri provides perspective to the area of interest.[image: Kamper, Ken (unknown) untitled][animation 1] Please note the red star highlighting the salt lick we mentioned earlier. You can see St. Charles County in green with the extent of the map in red. [animation 2] Zooming into the features present, we see Boone’s original land grant noted as 1000 arpents. Also notice points of interest such as the 1st Judgement Tree where Boone would hold court while he was a commandant, the town Missouri that Boone established (that town didn’t make it), and the Salt Boat landing where the processed salt was hauled to.[animation 3] This image shows the location of the Missouri River during Boone’s time as well as the present day river boundaries. But I’d like to highlight the use of arpents versus acres. This is a unit of measure used by the French and Spanish. So now we are starting to see the influences of other cultures on early American history. 



Stakeholders

…brings a fresh sense of perspective by literally 
superimposing the past over the present. ~ 
William Ray, Lead Interpreter

• Local Community
• Historical Societies

Bryan Mill – 1850, Painting By: Bryan Haynes, 2012

• St. Charles County Government
• Academia
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The Historic Home Lead Interpreter said it best, when reflecting on the usefulness of a physical map to their mission. . Due to the hilly nature and twisty turns found in our valley, most of our visitors have very little perspective beyond the scope of the windshields of their automobile. …the natural features that were no doubt factors in the family’s choice in where to settle. Our visitors can also understand the difficulties, or lack thereof, in traveling to each other’s properties and this reveals the greater truth: that this area, while not a municipality, was a true community. [animation 1, 2] The results of this study are directed towards adding value to the existing early American historical experience through new methods of communication. Locally this will foster community cohesiveness and regional understanding. On a wider scope, this can be a new resource for early American studies. Additionally, increased awareness can increase tourism, which is always favorable.[image: http://bryanhaynesstudio.blogspot.com/2012/09/bryan-mill-1850-femme-osage-missouri.html]



Timeline of Femme Osage Region Major Events

Indigenous Cultures

600 CE Middle Mississippian
1350 CE Cahokia Site abandoned
Seven tribes of Missouri
• Chickasaw
• Illini
• Ioway
• Quapaw
• Missouria
• Osage
• Otoe

Early Colonization

1673 - Marquette & Jolliet
1720 – 500 slaves brought to work 

in Des Peres, Missouri
1762 – French ceded land to Spain
1769 – Les Petite Côtes
1797 - Daniel Morgan Moves West
1799 - Daniel Boone Moves West 
with Settlers
1800 - Appointed as Spanish 
Commandant

Early America

1803 - Louisiana Purchase
1804 – 1806 Lewis Clark Expedition
1805 – Boones Lick Trail
1808 – Osage Treaty
Sept. 26, 1820 - Boone Passed 
Away
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Boone and his family provide a view of early frontier life that should invite one to further investigate the many significant historical facets that make up the rich and varied history of America. The name “Femme Osage” itself, although the true origins are a mystery, is a clue to early French and Indian interaction starts to bring attention to the important role of women in frontier and indigenous cultures. In this slide, I’ve segmented the timeline into three major cultural themes that had an impact over the region. The dates of interest are to help bring attention to the bigger historical picture and provide context and perspective to the events of the time. However, the present focus is on the cartographic record that illustrate the Spanish, French, and territorial allocations of land that is part of the Boone historical district.



Indigenous Cultures

Sugarloaf Mound – Mississippian Culture

Tribal Nations  By: Aaron CarapellaOsage Nation 

• Tribal Wars

• Trading

• Territory disputes

• Disease

• Wildlife movement

• Fur trading/Bison

• Treaties
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St. Louis was once known as the Mound City, for the remaining artifacts of mound building people who once thrived in the region during the Mississippian era. Sugarloaf Mound is the 1 of 2 remaining mounds. The Osage Nation has since purchased the property to preserve the historical artifact. [image: Sugarloaf Mound (photograph) Retrieved from http://osagenews.org/en/article/2016/08/02/historic-preservation-office-receives-grant-demolish-house-sugarloaf-mound/][animation 1] When the Mississippian abandoned the area, American Indian nations began to establish their territories. This particular map reflects the originating location of nations and you’ll notice that our AOI is in red. Although the Missouria (Neutachi) are identified, there were at one time 7 nations in the Missouri region.[image: Carapella, Aaron Tribal Nations (map) Permission to use via Shirley Tillman, American Indian Special Interest Group][animation 2] The Osage and the Missouri/Otoe pushed out most of the other groups around the time Boone and Lewis & Clark appeared on the scene.  There were many reasons for which these nations eventually left the area. [image: Catlin, George (18611869) Osage Indians (painting) Retrieved from https://www.britannica.com/topic/Osage]



Note the Midland and Tidewater 
Cultural Impact

1760 Territorial Claims in North America
MAPS ETC, University of Florida

Early Colonization
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Cole Harris noted in his book “Retracing French Landscapes in North America” that the French imprint in the U.S. is sparse, but in a few localities remains in bold defiance of patterns of American dominance…. first image provides a bit of insight into how culture from the East diffused into the West. Despite this, the French underpinning of early colonization still holds.[image: R. Cole Harris, “Retracing French landscapes in North America”  pp. 63-79 in The Making of the American Landscape, second edition, edited by Michael P. Conzen, Routledge 2010.][animation 1] In 1673, French priest Jacques Marquette and French trader, Louis Jolliet, sailed up the Mississippi. Their reports on the resources and existing peoples helped the French develop their trading network along the river. [image: Marquette & Joliet on the Mississippi (1673) (engraving) Retrieved from http://ic.galegroup.com/ic/uhic/PrimarySourcesDetailsPage/DocumentTitlePortletWindow?displayGroupName=PrimarySources&prodId=UHIC&action=2&catId=&documentId=GALE%7CCX3425300125&userGroupName=k12_histrc&jsid=b48dda9029998addd7677ae219ca31db][animation 2] This map depicts the territorial claims of North American in 1760. France is in green and you can see they claimed most of the Midwest.1762 France ceded the lands to the Spanish and in 1769: Louis Blanchette “founded” what would be St. Charles [image: Ralph S. Tarr, B.S., F.G.S.A. and Frank M. McMurry, Ph.D., New Geographies 2nd ed (New York, NY: The Macmillan Company, 1910) 24 Retrieved from https://etc.usf.edu/maps/pages/1900/1980/1980.htm][animation 3] This final image shows what the political arena looked like closer to Boone’s time.[image: La Chuleta Congela (2010) States and Territories of the United States of America (August 7, 1789 to April 2, 1790)Retrieved from https://annexx51.wordpress.com/pr-101/territorialism-in-the-u-s-maps/002-states-and-territories-of-the-united-states-of-america-august-7-1789-to-april-2-1790/] 



Land Grants
French arpent land division influence in Louisiana.
Source: U.S. Geological Survey

French and Spanish 
private claims lie embedded 
in the rectangular survey 
pattern in St. Charles County, 
Missouri, northeast of St. 
Louis.

Hildegard Binder Johnson, fig 7.3, 
page 147, in her chapter “Gridding 
a national landscape”, 
in Michael P. Conzen, editor,
The Making of the American 
Landscape, Second Edition, (New 
York: Routledge, 2010).
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Earlier we noted the arpent and the acre. Arpents are a unit of measure, the acreage equivalent although the measure of an arpent is about 0.84 acres. The French would divide the land into these long lots where the measurement was in arpents. This method of land division provided each land-owner with river frontage as well as land suitable for cultivation and habitation.[image: https://nationalmap.gov/small_scale/a_plss.html][animation 1] Some of the oldest French lands are in Quebec and this image over the St. Lawrence River displays this.[image: google maps, Ile d’Orleans][animation 2] Here you can see the French and Spanish land division as compared with the township and range system of the United States. [image: source in slide]



Daniel Boone Escorting Settlers through the Cumberland Gap 
By: George Caleb Bingham , c.a. 1851-1852 (Kemper Art Museum, 2017)Early America

Early American Log Cabin

Nathan Boone Home – Georgian Style
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Now we get a glimpse into the mindset of early American colonization. This image depicting the heroic movement into the wilds of America – notice the Madonna/child on a white horse, the white highlight against a dark, ominous background. We, however, know that these were long occupied areas. [image: http://www.kemperartmuseum.wustl.edu/collection/explore/artwork/193] [animation 1] Henry Glassie wrote a paper on Delaware Valley Architecture noting the importance of artifacts, and architecture, as cultural evidence. Noting the log cabins and stone houses of the area is a reflection of the cultural cross over from the East to the West. The bit of vanity that carried through to have a nice, fashionable home. [Glassie, H. (1972). Eighteenth-Century Cultural Process in Delaware Valley Folk Building. Winterthur Portfolio, Vol. 7, 29-57.][Graham, Ryan (Park Historian). (2017, October 11). Tour of Boone's Home . (J. S. Noonan, Interviewer)][image:  The Heritage Homestead (1865-1867) The Pioneer Log Cabin (photograph) Retrieved from http://doniphanmissouri.org/the_heritage_homestead] At the time, it was likely[image: The Historic Daniel Boone Home, Nathan Boone’s Home. Retrieved from http://www.sccmo.org/1706/Tours][animation 2 –] These stone houses were built during a time when slavery was present in Missouri. Slaves were often hired out during periods when the slave was otherwise likely to be unemployed. The person hiring the slave was responsible for the sustenance of the slave, in addition to an amount of money paid to the slaveowner for the services of his chattel. They built their home, but they had slaves working too.[Dr. Lorenzo J. Greene, A. F. (1973). Slavery in Missouri. Retrieved from Official Manual: https://law.wustl.edu/staff/taylor/manual/slavery.htm]



Visual Communication

Physical Digital

• Controlled to Tell a Story

• Tangible perspective for 
visual/tactile learners

• Does not require 
supplemental materials

• Piece of art

• Reduce clutter
– Feature Selection
– Narrative Pop-Ups
– Symbology Auto-Resizing

• User Has Choice
– Determining visible layers

• Reach a wider audience
– Mobile/Desktop
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So we have discussed history in terms of people, stories, events…. and what ties it together and provides perspective as to where the players are is geography, indeed historical geography. So how to relay that?  The sophistication of GIS, particularly lends itself to managing spatiotemporal data and creating effective means of communication. Through a physical map, the author can walk the audience through controlled elements such as features and symbology. When done well, the aesthetics can be as appealing as the information it communicates. The digital map however, provides more control to the user allowing them to add/remove layers for further investigation into a topic.  Additionally, it reaches a wider audience so people who can not be at the site still participate in the experience.In this project, I hope to sufficiently address both.



Map Display Workflow

Data Gathering

• Scan Map
• DEM
• USGS 7.5 Topo

Data 
Processing

• Georeferencing
• Features
• Symbology

Printing

• Print Format
• Vendor 

Assessment
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Here is the general work flow to develop the physical map. I have worked on most of this workflow, the paper map was scanned into pdf at 300 dpi resolution, topo maps and elevation data were pulled from the National Map. We’ll look at the results in a moment.I have also done considerable research into the printing process and that was a beast I was not anticipating. The vendors have all been great, but the methods are wildly different. This will be settled after discussion with the park historian.
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This first image is one of the USGS Topo maps used. (8 total)The first big question is if the map can be georeferenced? How are tie points identified with so little to tie to?Yes, but it is tricky. In this case, since there were no registration marks and you can’t trust waterways, I decided to attempt to use points of interest and townships. I used GoogleEarth and some online site research to pin point coordinates. I applied those to the USGS topo maps to validate location then I used the Arc georeferencing software.  I used about 5 points. And this was the result. US TOPO = NAD83 – UTM -  VERTICAL: NAV88GEOREFERENCED MAPSNational Park Servicehttps://www.nps.gov/hfc/cfm/carto-atoz-geopdf.cfmDavid Rumsey Historical Map Collectionhttps://www.davidrumsey.com/view/georeferencerMapEmpirehttp://mapscholar.org/empire/Old Maps Onlinehttp://help.oldmapsonline.org/georeferenceThe British Library – Georeferenced Mapshttp://www.bl.uk/georeferencer/georeferencingmap.htmlArticlehttps://www.thoughtco.com/historical-map-overlays-for-google-1422162
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The next question is how well might this align with elevation data. In this slide, we’re using QT Modeler to display the elevation data and the Femme Osage Valley highlighted. [animation 1] this is how the map overlays, it’s relatively good.[animation 2] What other layers can we see? Here are some trails, then log cabins, stone houses, and narratives.
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In this slide, we’re going to note a few of the errors. First you will note the present location of the Missouri River according to the elevation data.[animation 1, then 2] Now that the map overlay is up, you can see the present location of the river according to the map. There is a bit of an overlap onto the bluffs, as noted by the red polygons.



Land Grant Polygons
RED outline is GIS derived
BLACK outline is Topo derived

1K
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In this slide, we have a land grant information in black from the map (which was collected from topo map, some trail lines and some points for houses but those are not important in this discussion. The land grant data in red are those files down loaded from a project initiated by the University of Missouri called Lewis and Clark across Missouri. [animation 1] The blue arrows indicate good line up[anamation 2] The orange circles note bad line up, in one instance the gap is 230m wide. [animation 3]  Here the hand drawn map has a land grant to Boone’s grandson but the digital map does not contain that data.So we have some data accuracy issues that need to be investigated. 



Final Product
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This is a rough idea of what I’m aiming for in the final physical map product. My recommendation will be to do a combination of existing data and unique features from the hand drawn map. This way we can maintain the historical integrity of the hand drawn map. We can include a basemap, add color, and adjust the symbology to improve the clarity and content for a more effective result..  [animation 1] My concern with the narratives was how they would print along the elevation layers and how cluttered it might make the map. My solution was to use numbers to identify location and the create a corresponding edging comprised of the corresponding number and narrative. This also invites the reader to move around the map. I would like to note that I will include a caveat that says “FOR REFERENCE ONLY” While this is an incredibly useful map, there are accuracy issues. 3D printing has taken a fair amount of research time and this is something else that I need to finalize with the park historian when we have a moment. Regardless of method, it is projected to take about 6 weeks to complete. 



Common Map Layers
BA

SE
M

AP

Imagery
Transportation
Hillshade

TH
EM

AT
IC Land Grants

Early Colonization 
boundaries
Trails
Indian Nations
Slave Homes
Cemeteries
Lewis & Clark
Points of Interest

IN
TE

RA
CT

IV
E Land Grants

Houses
Points of Interest
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Collectively, these are the feature layers common between the physical map and the digital map. However, given the extensive history we reviewed earlier, there are many other layers that could be added to help provide context and clarity of life during the time of Boone and Lewis & Clark.



Interactive Map – How do we make this go?

User
• Who  would 

use this data?

Intent
• How would they use 

the data?

Content
• Feature vs 

Narrative
• Sourcing
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The next question is where to start with developing the interactive map. These three topics will help drive the development of the interactive map. It will speak to complexity and flexibility. User: those who would be adding data vice those who would access the dataIntent: how does the user intend on interacting with the dataContent: what are the primary and supporting features??



Interactive Map – Recommendations

Brainstorm

• User
• Intent
• Content

Assess 
Approach

• Evaluate Methods
• Identify Best Practices

Identify

• Primary Content
• Supporting Content
• Symbology
• Design
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This is the general workflow of how I am going to approach this. As we saw earlier, there was a discrepancy in data accuracy. This is where things get really dicey because people invest a lot of time and research into ensuring their information is accurate and then someone finds a flaw. This is something I’ll have to address.Framing this up to be a Boone Home Site….with association with other groups.This allows access to ArcGIS Online, which St. Charles County is already implementing.Access to GIS resources, so as to collect and validate data. This will then allow GIS Professionals to access the raw data if necessary.This allows data to be public and serviceable to non-GIS interestsThis also allows the development of Story Maps, which would be perfect for Boone Home Site use.So we’ve addressed User a little bit and Intent a little bit….now we can focus on ContentSo now we are focusing on Specific layers that should be consideredMethods of collection and how do address the information from OTHER GROUPS/HISTORICAL SOCIETIESStory Maps and methods.  [ see slide 25 for clean up]Why do a pilot project?The amount of data that could be included is massive and a test case must be implemented first to establish appropriate scope control.Possible Themes: PA to NC to KY to MO Hunting trips – they have been known to go for multiple years (mind you this was while he had 10 kids) French & Indian War, War of 1812



Objectives
• Determine viability to tie hand drawn map to real world locations

• Develop a physical display that maintains the integrity of the source map

• Construct the framework & pilot project of an interactive map based on 
source map

Courtesy of the Daniel Boone Wilderness Trail Association
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In the end, I have 3 main goals. First, get a table top map in hand for the Boone Home Museum. I’ve been in touch with vendors for accomplishing this and have discussed funding with the Park Historian. For the digital portion, I’d like to end up with a solid collection of recommendations for interactive maps. I hope to address best practices, historical data assessments, a discussion on appropriate symbology, and an assessment of web structures that could support this type of project. Finally, I’d like to have something in hand digitally more than just a statement of recommendations. At the end of this, I hope to create a web based interactive map that keys off the original papermap that can be easily maintained by non-GIS personnel. Something like ArcGIS Online Story Maps, MapHubs, or MangoMaps. So, essentially like a pilot project. [image: Kamper, Ken (unknown) untitled][image: (2017) QT Modeler, USGS 10m DEM, map overlay][image: Daniel Boone Wilderness Trail Association (2014) Wilderness Trail Map Retrieved from http://danielboonetrail.com/trail-map/]



• Research/Investigation
• ImplementationTime

• Conflicting SourcesData Accuracy

• Number of Sources
• File SizeAmount of Data

• Print Time
• Existing Data ServicesThird Party

Project 
Limitations
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I feel Time will be the biggest issue in completing this project as a result of the other limitations noted. I hope to navigate these issues in a way that allows for the best product given the circumstances.



Projected Timeline

2017
Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr

Physical Draft Geotiff Finalize Geotiff Send to Printer Print Deliver

Pilot Project
Determine 
Platform Draft Site Refine Site Finalize Site Present

Recommendations

Formalize 
Parameters and 
Initial Carto 
Assessment

Assess 
Collection 
Methods

Finalize 
Cartographic 
Assessment

Drafting Write-
Up Deliver

2018
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I have lofty goals for this project, but a lot of this has already been started. I expect to have everything wrapped up by the end of April and am projecting a presentation to a group that includes the Park Historian and their contributing Historical Society. 
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PRJ_Timeline



						2017										2018

						Jul		Aug		Sep		Oct		Nov		Dec		Feb		Mar		Apr		May

				Gather Data

				Data Prep

				Georeference

				Digitize

				Finalize Map

				Print Processing



				Part B		2018

						Jan		Feb		Mar		Apr		May

				Determined AOI

				Identify Constraints

				Identify Key Layers

				Assess Site Options

				Finalize Project Planning

				Data Collection

				Data Processing

				Build Site

				Post Site



						2017		2018

						Dec		Jan		Feb		Mar		Apr

				Physical		Draft Geotiff		Finalize Geotiff		Send to Printer		Print		Deliver

				Pilot Project		Determine Platform		Draft Site		Refine Site		Finalize Site		Present

				Recommendations		Formalize Parameters and Initial Carto Assessment		Assess Collection Methods		Finalize Cartographic Assessment		Drafting Write-Up		Deliver





Journal

				Date		Comments		Time

				4-Oct-17		9am spoke with Deryck Holdsworth - was very encouraging, insight into the project, view as a case study and an exploration.  Suggested I look for visuals, graphics, and keep with the technical research. He would do literature review and work, we will regroup in 2 weeks.		9am		10:30am

						I provided Arc friendly map and initial powerpoint to him via email.

						Continued to refine necessary questions to provide direction to case study and update powerpoint.

						In the evening, I converted font to Calibri - Deryck had suggested that sans serif was easier to see and proven more favorable in presentations - I chose Calibri as it was familiar and appeared cleaner/more professsional.		8pm		10pm

						Downloaded 6, 7.5 minute quadrangle geopdf maps.

				6-Oct		Georeferencing:  reviewed some youtube videos, accessed GEOG 484 for update on method, georef vs rubbersheet, error assessment (RMS), and expanded structure for presentation.		1pm		4:10pm

						What is Georeferencing?

						What are makes a good source for georeferencing?

						GEOREFERENCING SOURCES: http://www.pbcgis.com/images/

						Date Accessed: 6 Oct 17

						ArcMap: Used the pdf to tiff tool, created a new toolbox called BooneToolbox. Right click on the tool to create a batch process. The first time I kicked it off Results said it ran 8 minutes. But I put it all in the wrong  location and there were only 2 xml files so i think only 2 had the spatial ref information.

						Ran 2nd batch and it took approximately 10 minutes, only 1 xml file appeared labeled for the first img.

						Brought into Arc and all appear to be in alignment.

						SPATIAL REFERENCE: NAD83 - Universal Mercator - no vertical reference system.

						GEOREF 1: attempting to use Google Earth for initial transformation

						Found 4 common locations - collected coords in UTM

						Selected Control Point - Input XY - Update Referencing

						This did a pretty good job of aligning things.

						Going back to The National Map, searched for historical topo and found some at 30x30 1890

						GEOREF 2: once in the area, redid the GEO REF to the US Topo

				9-Oct-17		LIT: http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0175756

						LIT: http://web2.uconn.edu/cyberinfra/module4/day5final.pdf

						Map REF: http://danielboonetrail.com/trail-map/

						Identifying locations to tie….Difficult because there are no specific ties to the USGS Topo map 

				1		BOONE BURIAL SITE: http://www.waymarking.com/waymarks/WM16BK_Daniel_Boone_Monument		38.621567		-91.034217		671131 N 4276615

				2		LABADIE		38.5289° N		90.8501° W		687398.47     4266689.01

				3		WASHINGTON		38.5581° N		91.0121° W		673233.30      4269367.39

				4		DEFIANCE		38.6325° N		90.7782° W		693391.60   4278337.64

				5		FEMME OSAGE		38.7098° N		90.8796° W		679138.97   4278473.53



								38.636718		-90.941806

						The National Map - using USTOPO current 7.5 because it is in geopdf format

						Have 6 topo maps downloaded as pdf, converted to tif and it opens in Arc just fine. Need 2 more, it takes a long time to download.

						CS: Universal Mercator(custom) NAD83 datum

						ISSUES: One of the issues with downloading is that the files do not reflect titles accurately. It is incredibly important to keep well organized for such a large area. I ended up having to back track to make sure that all my data and metadata were consistent.

						USGS US Topo 7.5-minute map for Washington East, Mo 2015

						Washington West, Mo 2015

						Labadie, Mo 2015

						New Melle, Mo 2015

						Marthasville, Mo 2015

						Defiance, Mo 2015

						Weldon Spring, Mo 2015

						Eureka, Mo 2015

						**Big problem in georeferencing, accidently redoing the control pdf

						NOTES: This is what you CAN do to georeference this map…

						Roughly align this to the real world

						Tie to the few common points there are.

						The rest are subjective - the stone house, is that center? Is that SE corner?

						Can have an exceptionally close map

						True verification requires more indepth surveys, GPS, and or precise points.

						What you CAN'T do…

						You can not digitize this information with a verified accuracy.

						The transformation points used are way too generalized for any specificity.

						METADATA Spatial REF: NAD 83 UTM Zone 15

						Set the dataframe to this first….since we are going to what the control data is in.

				10-Oct		Reference Capstone Notes document to see how I proceeded to "Test" with the "New Map"

						Tonight, I brought int the map alone, changed the coordinate system, collected the points in order. Converted the dec deg to UTM then entered THOSE coords into the links list. I used affine, I did NOT save the RMS though…

						Used The National Map to obtain 10 NED data, brought it into Arc, exported as a tif, brought both into QT, clipped, saved individually, merged, then overlaid the map image.

						Updated the powerpoint

				14-Oct

				16-Oct		Worked on graphics for area of interest		10am - 1pm

						worked on timeline

						read up on arc collector- this should be part of ArcGIS - need to investigate how to get the app on my phone and do test collection

				19-Oct		Spoke with Tom on how they bring in elevation data at work. They use a DEM file and just drag and drop it in. THEN then tell it where the origin is THEN they tell the grid (1m x 1m) where the origin is. The image (jpg) is the brought in on top and they tell it where origin is. THEN they apply the coordinate IN ADOBE. I forgot how he said they export everything out and bring it into ADOBE, but the identify the center of the grid and TELL it what the center coordinate is. Adobe connects everything from there.

				20-Oct		worked up the report outline so I can connect that to my proposal

						read up on geopdf and terrago SHOULD be the method to generate a geopdf

						creating a geopdf or a kml file might be the better option for the Boone Home to create a link to from their website

						Attempting to export my map tiff image into a jpg - BUT it only supports 1 band compression and as it turns out this is a 3 band image. So I need to figure out how to convert the current tiff image into a single band file….

						*I used RasterCalculator - added the image and then saved it straight up, no calculation. From here I export Data and could save as a jpeg.

												WORKFLOWS

						I need to start trackingmy workflow				1		Scanning the map

										2		Converting from PDF to TIFF		Why?

						**email was compromised, found a new cc attached to my email address and then a movie theater charge for in Mississippi. I changed my email password today and emailed commerce bank.				3		Georeferencing

						I checked myID and it appears to just be my email and name, and Maurices indicated not my social security number.				4		Combining the 3Band into a Single Band image

										5

						3:30pm: ok so I took the jpg and it lined up with the original terrain data so I created a kml but the result was crappy.  It is very rasterized and chunky. No clarity in the data. 

						Terrain - it appears that the merged data from QT modeler does NOT have the same import capabilities as the regular files. Not sure if the projection information was actually retained. 

						created a dem file using the export menu tab in qt modeler

				28-Oct		read paper from Deryck

				29-Oct		researched how to set scale and paper dimensions

						requested quote from summit maps

						called work to take tomorrow for VECTOR

						cancelled wed dental appointment

						took a nap

						printed outline, need to restructure

						replied to deryck

				31-Oct		Worked on diagrams

						Started writing more on who Daniel Boone was

						PLAN: start developing more solid diagrams and filling in the written portion of the project

						NOTES OF THE PROCESS: It takes so much time to read, develop context, and pick out only certain elements. There is a lot of information but picking out on that which is actually appropriate to the topic and not going on a tangent is very hard to do.

				3-Nov		attempting to spend time cleaning out google photos has taken an hour plus to go a few months…

				19-Nov		Framing Proposal Powerpoint

				20-Nov		Boone Trace GIS - data in Kentucky:  https://www.outragegis.com/trails/2013/08/27/boone-trace/		Aug-14

						https://www.outragegis.com/trails/2014/09/04/boone-trace-a-kentucky-frontier-trail/		Sep-14

						ARCGIS Online - Kentucky StoryMap:  http://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=065a97f77e964c66b0bcae1fc5a1d1bd						This story map is nice, but its like amuse-bouche - it's just a nice taste. You get a nice overview, you get a little insight, but we need something bigger to handle the buffet of information and stories that are associated with Boone.

												I considered the presentation and rushing the information….how can I proceed through this and NOT rush?

												As an amuse-bouche for the Daniel Boone Home in St. Charles, Missouri, I have developed  a Story Map of just the site itself. It houses all the buildings and background information on each. It has point information for sites like the burial or the judgement trees. These were collected via ArcCollector.

						Created footprints out of the USGS topo by using Raster Domain

				26-Nov		Digitized unique features associated with the Boone Map

						Developed file geodatabase and created a feature dataset with a few feature classes.

						There is in consistent data so not all fields were filledout.

						BASEMAP: Using the ArcGIS US Topo map works rather well because it provides an idea of what areas are urban and what is rural, there are contours that give a sense of elevation, there is some hydrology, and townships are marked. It is informative without being too cluttered where the key elements could get lost.

						PHYSICAL MAP: Consider providing grids so that readers can still have a sense of place by coordinate.

						BUILDINGS ON HISTORIC BOONES HOME: points taken from center of building on NAIP aerial imagery.

						NOTE ON NAIP ACCURACY: NAIP transitioned to an absolute accuracy specification beginning in 2006, which tied the imagery to ground control points rather than existing orthorectified imagery. Contracts mandate that all well-defined points tested shall fall within 6 meters of true ground at a 95% confidence level. Beginning in 2009, all states flown adhered to this specification.		https://lta.cr.usgs.gov/NAIP

				27-Nov		Email back and forth with Dr. James Harlan regarding the land grant file from MSDIS. I had issues with the interchange file so he sent me a shapefile instead. This works great!! However, I'm using the basemap from ESRI and the refresh rate is killing me. 

						I'm finding the my current residence is in the "Commons of St. Charles"

						When reading up on what a commons actually was, it reminded me of a presentation from Dr. Holdsworth….

						Created a new physical map, messed with labels.

						polygon labels for property - set scale and only within the polygon, so you have to zoom in for the label to appear. This keeps things real clean.

						trails I set the label to class so that each trail was a different label color respective to the line symbol.

						I changed the building and the points of interest labels to be simple but not garish, the colors are more pleasing but stand out against the topo background.

						I clipped several datasets to the AOI

						in reviewing the historical datasets, the open land on the kamper map appears to reflect modern open land and hills. It doesn't really line up with the data from Dr. Harlan.





ReqFeatures

				REQUIRED FEATURES

				Geodatabase Type:		File

						** This allows for use of topology for quality check and edits.

				Spatial Reference:		NAD83 UTM 15N

						** To match that of the USGS Topo

						NAD83

						**Geographic

				FEATURE DATASETS		FEATURES_YYYY

						This keeps the data organized by year and allows for use of topology tools for quality assurance.



						PresentDay

						BooneLifetime







				FEATURES/DETAILS

				Family Homes

				Burial Sites

				Sites of Interest

				Land Grants

				Trails

				Villages

				Campsites

				River Extent

				Creeks

				REQUIREMENTS FOR ARC COLLECTOR





FeatureDetails

		FEATURE ATTRIBUTE TABLES

				Geodatabase needs to END up with GEOGRAPHIC COORDINATE system and shapefile friendly.

				Geodatabase Type:		File

						** This allows for use of topology for quality check and edits.

				Spatial Reference:		NAD83 UTM 15N

						** To match that of the DOQQ

						NAD83

						**Geographic

				FEATURE DATASETS		FEATURES_YYYY

						This keeps the data organized by year and allows for use of topology tools for quality assurance.





				FEATURE CLASSES



				FEATURE		REASONING

				BUILDINGS_YYYY		Polygon

				The title contains the year and the mapid to ensure data collection is organized.		This is a minimum requirement to satisfy the customer request of identifying land use changes. Polygons can capture the area of the different building shapes and sizes, as well the potential multiple structures attached to each other. This allows for an accurate visual and representation of the buildings.

				STREETS_YYYY		Polyline

				The title contains the year and the mapid to ensure data collection is organized.		This is a minimum requirement to satisfy the customer request of a CENTERLINE shapefile - polyline. Streetnamwill be contained within the polyline attributes. This will also be the reference file to which the geocoding address locator will be attached. 

				ADDRESS_YYYY		Point

				This title contains the year to identify the main year of this source data.		This table will contain the list of addresses for the Charlottesville region and will be applicable for use through the geolocator service.

				WORKING FILENAMES		During production, filenames for the above features will be distinguished with a mapid at the end of the filename. Ex. Buildings_1920_02A

				SOURCEMAP_YYYY		Table

				This title contains the year to identify the main year of this source data.		This will be a lookup table that contains SMID as the unique identifier for the source map information. Using this ensures the source information is recorded with the data, easy to query, and reduces the chance of input error.





				FIELDS DEFINITIONS



				BUILDINGS_YYYY

				fieldName		Data Type		LengthSpec		Null Status		Default Value		Key Type				Example:

		1		BID		Long Integer		n/a		NO		NO						BuildingID		BuildingNumber		BuildingType

				Unique identifier for each building		Given the unknown amount of data, this ensures there is plenty of room for unique identifiers.				Ensures there is a unique identifier 								1		210		1

		4		BldgNumber		Text		15		ALLOW		NO						2		211		5

				This is the address number for the building. 		There may be multiple buildings at a single address and there may be situations where a letter is involved, such as for apartments.		This conserves space but allows for unknown types.										3		211		1

		2		BldgType		Text		5		ALLOW		NO						4		212		1

				General Zoning information		Coded Domain - this reduces the chance for input error and saves space. Using abbreviations cross referenced with sanborn abbreviation pdf for consistency and no misrepresentation		These are pretty defined and should't extend longer than this.														Coded Domain

		3		BldgName		Text		50		ALLOW		NO

				How the building was used.		Additional use information when available, such as banks or nursery. Some locations have business titles labeled.		There is the potential for long names.

		5		Stories		Float		n/a		ALLOW		NO

				Stories of the building		Stories of a building are noted on many maps and can be used in 3D rendering. If empty, estimation will be derived from height [3 stories: 37-42'] [2 stories: 26-32']

		6		Height_FEET		Float		n/a		ALLOW		NO

				Height of building in FEET		Actual height of the building. Whole integers are represented on current maps, but other maps may have decimal. This can be used in 3D rendering.

		7		SMID		Short Integer		n/a		ALLOW		NO		Foreign

				Source Map Information (foreign field)		Reference to Lookup Table for sourcemap information. Using a lookup table allows for disk space to be conserved but still searchable if need be.								This will be able to join with the SourceMap Table.

				BldgNumber2		Text		15		ALLOW		NO

				This is the address number for the building. 		There may be multiple buildings at a single address and there may be situations where a letter is involved, such as for apartments.		This conserves space but allows for unknown types.

				 ALLOW NULL VALUES (for remaining fields)		This allows the data to be searchable. Also,  allowing null values in the numeric field prevents a 0 being entered. Since 0 could be a valid entry, arbitrary 0's could taint the data.

				NO DEFAULT  (for all fields)		Not having a default requires the analyst to consider the entry necessary as opposed to accidently leaving an incorrect default value.

				***Check out ArcScene parameters in case I need or do not need Z field.

				GEOCODE REFERENCE FC

				ATTRIBUTE TABLE -REMEMBER DIRECTION WHEN DIGITIZING - Single length lines? Segmented at intersections, should help with geocoding



				Roads_YYYY

				fieldName		Data Type		Length		Null Status		Default Value		Key Type

		1		RID		Long Integer				NO		NO		Primary

				unique street id		Given the unknown amount of data, this ensures there is plenty of room for unique identifiers.				Ensures there is a unique identifier 

				LeftAddFrom		Short Integer				ALLOW		NO

						Numeric value that represents the beginning address in the segment. This would be the Left side of the street.

				LeftAddTo		Short Integer				ALLOW		NO

						Numeric value that represents the ending address in the segment. This would be the Left side of the street

				RightAddFrom		Short Integer				ALLOW		NO

						Numeric value that represents the beginning address in the segment. This would be the Right side of the street

				RightAddTo		Short Integer				ALLOW		NO

						Numeric value that represents the ending address in the segment. This would be the Right side of the street

		2		Prefix		Text		5		ALLOW		NO

						Some streets begin with a directional prefix. This may or may not be present. Format to match 2 letter designation Ex. NW

		3		RoadName		Text		50		ALLOW		NO

						The primary name of the street which could include numbers or letters. This could be variable length so there needs to be enough space.

		4		Suffix		Text		5		ALLOW		NO

						Some streets begin with a directional suffix. This may or may not be present. Format to match 2 letter designation Ex. NW

				RoadType		Text		5		ALLOW		NO

				The type of street such a drive or lane		Coded Domain - this reduces the chance for input error and saves space. Using abbreviations cross referenced with street standardization for Arc for consistency and no misrepresentation

				Width		Float				ALLOW		NO

				Width of the street		This value is noted in whole integers on the source maps and is measured from block to block. Whole integers are represented on current maps, but other maps may have decimal.

				SMID		Short Integer				ALLOW		NO

				Source Map Information (foreign field)		Reference to Lookup Table for sourcemap information. Using a lookup table allows for disk space to be conserved but still searchable if need be.



				 NO NULL VALUES (for ID fields)		These should be unique ID's and if a 0 appears it should be readily identifiable. This is not a problem as these values will not be used for calculation but for identification.

				 ALLOW NULL VALUES (for remaining fields)		This allows the data to be searchable. Also,  allowing null values in the numeric field prevents a 0 being entered. Since 0 could be a valid entry, arbitrary 0's could taint the data.

				NO DEFAULT  (for all fields)		Not having a default requires the analyst to consider the entry necessary as opposed to accidently leaving an incorrect default value.





				CODED DOMAIN - TEXT- Buildings/Type

				CODE		DESCRIPTION

				D		Dwelling

				Bus		Business

				Ch		Church

				Sch		School

				Org		Organization

				Unk		Unknown



				CODED DOMAIN - TEXT - Street/Type

				CODE		DESCRIPTION

				Dr		Drive

				Ave		Avenue

				Blvd		Boulevard

				St		Street

				Ln		Lane

				Ct		Court



				LOOKUP TABLE - so this can be searchable.



				SOURCEMAPS_YYYY

				fieldName		Data Type		LengthSpec		Null Status		Default Value		Key Type

				SMID		Long Integer				NO		NO		Primary

				Unique ID		This provides a unique value for all source maps used in the database.

				Month		TEXT		5		YES		NO

						The abbreviated month of the source map.

				Year		Short Integer		5		YES		NO

						The four digit year of the source map.

				Section		TEXT		10		YES		NO

						This is the first part of the map identifier and could be number or letter.

				Division		TEXT		10		YES		NO

						This is the second part of the map identifier and could be number or letter.

				 ALLOW NULL VALUES (for all fields)		This allows the data to be searchable. Also,  allowing null values in the numeric field prevents a 0 being entered. Since 0 could be a valid entry, arbitrary 0's could taint the data.

				NO DEFAULT  (for all fields)		Not having a default requires the analyst to consider the entry necessary as opposed to accidently leaving an incorrect default value.











				ADDRESSES_YYYY		POINT												https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h7dcA67_4Jw

				fieldName		Data Type		LengthSpec		Null Status		Default Value		Key Type				Using ArcGIS.com geocode creator

				Number		Short Integer				ALLOW		NO		Primary				Login with password

						Uni												Select Map - New Map 

				Prefix		Text		5		ALLOW		NO						Add the csv to the webpage

						Some streets begin with a directional prefix. This may or may not be present. Format to match 2 letter designation Ex. NW												Add layer from file

				RoadName		Text		50		ALLOW		NO

						The primary name of the street which could include numbers or letters. This could be variable length so there needs to be enough space.												(250 row limitation website)

				Suffix		Text		5		ALLOW		NO

						Some streets begin with a directional suffix. This may or may not be present. Format to match 2 letter designation Ex. NW												https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tSbGIv7Lr9Y

				RoadType		Text		5		ALLOW		NO						ESRI Canada

				The type of street such a drive or lane		Coded Domain - this reduces the chance for input error and saves space. Using abbreviations cross referenced with street standardization for Arc for consistency and no misrepresentation

																		Data Used:

																				Polyline - streets

																				Polygon - city boundary

																				Table - list of addresses



																		Create the locator

																				Use a style

																				select the roads

																				it auto matches the fields in the roads layer with the style you chose

																				give it a name



																		Apply geocode locator to the table of addresses

																				right click on table

																				add geocoder, select the one you made

																				select geocoding options, set spelling to 60

																				click ok



																		3:38 is the section on rematching if need be.

																		unmatched could be typos in the table



				BLOCKS_YYYY

				fieldName		Data Type		Length		Null Status		Default Value		Key Type

				BLOCKID		Short Integer				NO		NO		Primary

				unique block id		This is the id for the physical block from street to street where the buildings are located.				Ensures there is a unique identifier 



				RAIL_YYYY

				fieldName		Data Type		Length		Null Status		Default Value		Key Type

				RAILID		Short Integer				NO		NO		Primary

				unique block id		This is the id for the physical block from street to street where the buildings are located.				Ensures there is a unique identifier 

				RAILNAME		TEXT		30		YES		NO

						Name of the rail line if available.



















































































































































Features

		The goal of this listing is to identify features on the map, features that should be on the map, and features that have already been collected digitally.

				MAP FEATURE INVENTORY

				Main Feature		Type		On Map		Names		Needs Collect		Existing		Comments		Existing Data Location

				Historic Township		Point		x

										LaCharette						1804

				Modern Township		Point		x								Where is the point? Road intersection? City Hall?

										Defiance

										Augusta

										Femme Osage

										Schlutersberg

										Labadie

										Washington

										Marthasville

										New Melle



				Open Land		Area		x								What determines open land?

				Historic River Boundaries		Area		x

				Modern River Boundaries		Area		x

				Burial Sites		Point		x

				Hills		Area		x								Not defined by shape, only text

				Stone House		Point		x								Does this represent center of home?

				Log Cabin		Point		x								Does this represent center of home?

				Points of Interest		Point		x								Variable sites of importance

				Land Grants - Acres		Area		x								Only has name and value

				Land Grants - Arpents		Area		x								Only has name and value

				Creeks		Area		x								Modern or Historic?

				Lewis & Clark Campsites		Point		x

				Lewis & Clark Points of Interest		Point		x

				Narrative		Text		x								Notes and stories associated with an area but not spatially represented.

				Trails		Line		x

										Boone Trace						1805 - Historic

										Katy Trail						Modern

										King's Road						1798 - One of two trails West of village of St. Louis. Now Olive Street Road

										Boone's Trail						1799 - First trail to the village of St. Charles

																What is the time frame of all the data?



				FEATURES THAT COULD ADD VALUE

		Mississippian Culture		Mounds

		American Indian		Nation Overall Territories

				Nation Hunting Routes

				Trails

		French Territory

				Upper Louisiana

		Spanish Territory

		U.S. Territory		Louisiana Purchase

		Slave		Housing
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